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Click here to view my work
Click here to view my website

Looking Forward
This week I am working on finalizing my Traffic Series for an upcoming exhibition. If you haven’t seen the video
I made click here. I will also be working on a special piece to submit for the Emerging Artist exhibition at
fortyfive downstairs in the city. And today I submitted 2 pieces for an exhibition at No Vacancy Gallery in the
city. I should have a response tomorrow.
Last week my friend Tricia and I submitted a design for painting a carpark space in Doncaster East. We will hear
this week if we are successful.
I am currently involved in organizing two group exhibitions for the fb group for Artists of Melbourne and
Victoria. More details of this will develop over the coming weeks.

Awesome Artists of the week!!

Roy Wilkins

Exciting, vibrant, unique, fabulous, colourful, intriguing.
All words that I would use to describe Roy’s work. I truly appreciate everyone that
has the imagination and visual ability that Roy possesses. His works are huge
compared to mine and be sure to read the titles of his works, They are equally
amazing. To check out his awesome works click here.

Leslie Goldman

China Doll – Roy Wilkins

Leslie only recently moved to Melbourne from Washington DC. We met at a local
artists park with a bunch of other artists and we all shared stories and our art
journeys. Leslie has a great sense of colour and fun and whimsical way with her art. I
hope you will check out her amazing work by visiting her website by clicking here. Or
visit her on Instagram by clicking here.
One of Leslie’s pieces

Weekly Watch
On Friday night Terence and I attended the Canterbury Art
show and on arrival discovered my painting had been
damaged. It had been hung opposite the bar, below waist level
and was being touched regularly by handbags and people as
they were trying to pass the large crowd wanting a drink. I had
to inform the organisers and they agreed to remove it until I
returned the next morning to make repairs.

The works I had at Red Hill.

Unfortunately, I have to report I had no sales at either
Canterbury or Red Hill Art Shows. To be honest I felt as though
my work looked out of place. It’s time to reassess the best
location for my art to be on display.
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